
 

From: John Rolfsmeyer <1st.john5.11@gmail.com> 

To: andrea <turtlelegg@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Sun, February 21, 2010 8:28:04 AM 

Subject: Re: PLANB Feb 19
th

 

 

Hey John, I am writing about the parking lot extension which I will assume means building the parking 

lot to the fence. I feel like we deal with enough noise as it is. The bass is still loud, there are tons of 

people outside smoking and people going  to and from their cars all night long. People who are outside 

scream and yell and when it is bar time, turn their music up in their cars and honk their horns as they 

are pulling out of the parking lot. We also have a lot of people going in between the house and the 

fence to urinate as well and have had issues with people going onto the front porch last summer. If the 

parking lot is built up to the fence, we will have people literally right outside our bedroom window. We 

already can not have our windows open at night in the summer because of the noise. We have to run the 

air conditioner when it's not needed so we can sleep in the summer. No one would be able to sleep until 

after bar time if the parking lot is extended because there is nothing loud enough to block that noise. 

Plus the little bit of privacy besides the fence which really doesn't block the parking lot view from our 

house is the few trees that were not cut down. These trees would have to be removed in order to extend 

the parking lot so there would be NO privacy from the bars parking lot and smoking area. We have 

lived here for 7 years and will be moving because of the noise from the bar and can only imagine what 

the noise will be  like for future tenants if the parking lot is extended into the yard. 

Thanks Andrea 


